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SUMMARY RESULTS
NSS Labs performed an independent test of the McAfee Network Security Platform (NSP) M-8000 v6.1. The product was subjected to thorough testing at the NSS Labs facility in Austin, Texas, based on the Network Intrusion Prevention methodology v6.2 available on www.nsslabs.com. This test was conducted free of charge and NSS Labs did not receive any compensation in return for McAfee's participation.
While the upcoming Network Intrusion Prevention Group Test Reports on Security, Performance, Management, TCO, and Value will provide comparative information about all tested products, this indepth Product Analysis provides detailed information not available elsewhere.
NSS research indicates that the majority of enterprises tune their Intrusion Prevention Systems. Therefore, NSS Labs' evaluation of IPS products are configured as optimally tuned by the vendor prior to testing, in order to provide readers with the most useful information on key IPS security effectiveness and performance capabilities based upon their expected usage. The McAfee Network Security Platform (NSP) M-8000 blocked 99% of attacks against client applications, 91% of attacks against servers, and 95% overall. It also correctly identified 100% of our evasion attempts without error.
The product successfully passed 12,300Gbps of inspected traffic, and in a typical network this could be considered an accurate rating given the headroom available. NSS Labs rates throughput based upon an average of the results from tests: "Real World" Protocol Mix (Perimeter), "Real World" Protocol Mix (Core), and 21 KB HTTP Response respectively.
The McAfee Network Security Platform (NSP) M-8000 uses the same Network Security Manager as the current generation of NSP products, and as such, current customers of the McAfee NSP series of products should find the M-8000 fits in well with their existing environment. Overall tuning of the M-8000 was straightforward and intuitive, and upkeep of the M-8000 was relatively simple.
For multi-gigabit environments looking to upgrade defenses from their current version of McAfee IPS, the McAfee Network Security Platform (NSP) M-8000 v6.1 provides good overall protection. 
COVERAGE BY ATTACK VECTOR
Because a failure to block attacks could result in significant compromise and impact to critical business systems, Network Intrusion Prevention Systems should be evaluated against a broad set of exploits. Exploits can be categorized into two groups: attacker-initiated and target initiated. Attacker-initiated exploits are threats executed remotely against a vulnerable application and/or operating system by an individual while target-initiatied exploits are initiated by the vulnerable target. In target-initatied exploits, the attacker has little or no control as to when the threat is executed. 
COVERAGE BY IMPACT TYPE
The most serious exploits are those that result in a remote system compromise, providing the attacker with the ability to execute arbitrary system-level commands. Most exploits in this class are "weaponized" and offer the attacker a fully interactive remote shell on the target client or server.
Slightly less serious are attacks that result in an individual service compromise, but not arbitrary system-level command execution. Typical attacks in this category include service-specific attackssuch as SQL injection-that enable an attacker to execute arbitrary SQL commands within the database service. These attacks are somewhat isolated to the service and do not immediately result in full system-level access to the operating system and all services. However, using additional localized system attacks, it may be possible for the attacker to escalate from the service level to the system level.
Finally, there are the attacks (often target initiated) which result in a system or service-level fault that crashes the targeted service or application and requires administrative action to restart the service or reboot the system. These attacks do not enable the attacker to execute arbitrary commands. Still, the resulting impact to the business could be severe, as the attacker could crash a protected system or service. 
COVERAGE BY DATE
This graph provides insight into whether a vendor ages out protection signatures aggressively in order to preserve performance levels. It also reveals where a product lags behind in protection for the most recent vulnerabilities. Further details are available in the NSS Labs Exposure Report for this product. 
CONNECTION DYNAMICS -CONCURRENCY AND CONNECTION RATES
The aim of these tests is to stress the detection engine and determine how the sensor copes with large numbers of TCP connections per second, application layer transactions per second, and concurrent open connections. All packets contain valid payload and address data and these tests provide an excellent representation of a live network at various connection/transaction rates.
Note that in all tests, the following critical "breaking points"-where the final measurements are taken-are used:
Excessive concurrent TCP connections -latency within the NIPS is causing unacceptable increase in open connections on the server-side.
Excessive response time for HTTP transactions/SMTP sessions -latency within the NIPS is causing excessive delays and increased response time to the client.
Unsuccessful HTTP transactions/SMTP sessions -normally, there should be zero unsuccessful transactions. Once these appear, it is an indication that excessive latency within the NIPS is causing connections to time out. 2,000,000 3,000,000 4,000,000 5,000,000 6,000,000
Connections / Second Concurrent Connections
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HTTP CONNECTIONS PER SECOND AND CAPACITY
These tests aim to stress the HTTP detection engine in order to determine how the sensor copes with detecting and blocking exploits under network loads of varying average packet size and varying connections per second. By creating genuine session-based traffic with varying session lengths, the sensor is forced to track valid TCP sessions, thus ensuring a higher workload than for simple packetbased background traffic.
Each transaction consists of a single HTTP GET request and there are no transaction delays (i.e. the web server responds immediately to all requests). All packets contain valid payload (a mix of binary and ASCII objects) and address data. This test provides an excellent representation of a live network (albeit one biased towards HTTP traffic) at various network loads. There is frequently a trade-off between security effectiveness and performance. Because of this tradeoff, it is important to judge a product's security effectiveness within the context of its performance (and vice versa) . This ensures that new security protections do not adversely impact performance and security shortcuts are not taken to maintain or improve performance.
APPLICATION AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME -HTTP (AT 90% MAX LOAD)
TEST ID MILLISECONDS 
HTTP CONNECTIONS PER SECOND AND CAPACITY (WITH DELAYS)
Typical user behavior introduces delays between requests and reponses, e.g. "think time", as users read web pages and decide which links to click next. This group of tests is identical to the previous group except that these include a 10 second delay in the server response for each transaction. This has the effect of maintaining a high number of open connections throughout the test, thus forcing the sensor to utilize additional resources to track those connections. 
UDP THROUGHPUT
The aim of this test is to determine the raw packet processing capability of each in-line port pair of the device only. It is not real world, and can be misleading. It is included here primarily for legacy purposes.
This traffic does not attempt to simulate any form of "real-world" network condition. No TCP sessions are created during this test, and there is very little for the detection engine to do in the way of protocol analysis (although each vendor will be required to write a signature to detect the test packets to ensure that they are being passed through the detection engine and not "fast-tracked" from the inbound to outbound port). In addition to the specific tests noted below, NSS has executed an in-depth technical evaluation of all the main features and capabilities of the enterprise management system offered by the vendor. This will typically be offered as an extra-cost option.
KB
Question Answer
Transparent Mode -Is DUT capable of running in transparent bridge mode, with no IP address assigned to detection ports. Detection ports should ignore all direct connection attempts.
Yes
Routed Mode -Is DUT capable of running in full routed mode, with IP address assigned to detection ports.
Management Port -Does DUT feature a dedicated management port, separate from detection ports. Although this is the preferred configuration, lack of a management port (requiring DUT to be managed via one of the detection ports) will not be an issue providing management connection and communication is securely encrypted.
User name/password are used and all communications are securely encrypted.
Management Protocol -Is connection from management console to DUT protected by a minimum of a user name/password combination or multi-factor authentication system, and are all communications securely encrypted. Where a three-tier management architecture is employed, all communication between console and management server(s), and between management server(s) and sensor(s) should be securely encrypted.
Yes, Role-based Access Control (RBAC) is supported
Authentication -Is access to management console protected by a granular user authentication system which allows for separation of read only and read-write access, preventing users who require reporting access only from modifying device parameters, etc. No access to administrative functions should be permitted (using either direct or centralized administration capabilities) without proper authentication.
Yes, RBAC is supported as above
Enterprise Authentication -Is access to management console protected by a granular user authentication system that allows for restriction of individual users to specific devices, ports, reports, and security policies. Authenticated users should be unable to access devices/ports/policies/alerts/reports/etc. restricted to other users of the system.
SSH and CLI are provided
Direct Device Management -Is direct access to the DUT provided (either via command line or Web interface) for single-device management.
Yes
Centralized Device Management -Is a centralized management system provided to manage one or more sensors from a single point, including centralized device configuration, policy definition, alert handling and reporting for all sensors under the control of the management system. This should be scalable to large numbers of sensors.
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Pass-Through Mode -Is it possible to place the DUT into a mode whereby all traffic is allowed to pass through the device, but data will be logged according to the policy in place at the time (thus, the DUT will log alerts and state whether the packets would have been dropped, session terminated, etc., but without enforcing those actions on the traffic processed). This should be via a single systemwide operation via the management console or DUT command line (i.e. it is not permitted to achieve this by requiring that all BLOCK signatures be amended to LOG ONLY, or by switching policies -it must be achieved without affecting the current policy in force).
IPS Signature
Update -Can vendor demonstrate access to a vulnerability research capability (either in-house or via a recognized third-party) that is able to provide timely and accurate signature updates at regular intervals.
Yes
Secure Device Registration -Is initial registration of DUT to central management console performed in a fully secure manner (it is permitted to offer a less secure/rapid option, but this should not be the default).
Yes, completely using secure channel
POLICY
Question Answer
Device Configuration -Does management system provide the means to configure one or more sensors from a central location, assigning signatures, sensor settings, etc.
Yes
Policy Definition -Does management system provide the means to define and save multiple security policies, consisting of: general sensor configuration, system-wide parameters, signatures enabled/disabled, actions to take when malicious traffic discovered.
Yes, user can define multiple policies on the McAfee Network Security Manager (NSM)
Recommended Settings -Does vendor provide a default policy or suite of recommended IPS settings which comprises the optimum configuration for a typical network (including which signatures are enabled/disabled, which are enabled in blocking mode, required actions, etc.)
Yes, NSM provides default policies that an administrator can use Custom Attack Signatures -Is it possible for the administrator to define custom IPS signatures for use in standard policies? If so, what for do these take (Snort compatible, etc.) Yes, an administrator can define Userdefined Signatures (UDS) and can also import certain SNORT signatures. Bulk Operations -Is it possible to search quickly and easily for individual signatures or groups/classes of signatures, and subsequently to apply one or more operations to an entire group in a single operation (for example, to enable or disable a group of signatures, or to switch a group from block mode to log mode, etc.) Yes, bulk edits are supported Granularity -Is the DUT capable of blocking or creating exceptions based on IP address, application, user/group ID, protocol, VLAN tag, etc. (i.e. never block HTTP traffic between two specific IP addresses, always block FTP traffic to one specific IP address, etc.).
Yes, using Layer 2 forwarding, IPS Bypass ACL's attack filters
Policy Association -Once policies have been defined, is it possible to associate them with specific devices or groups of devices.
Yes, via NSM
Inheritance -Is it possible to create groups and sub-groups of devices such that sub-groups can inherit certain aspects of configuration and policy definition from parent groups.
Virtualization -Once policies have been defined, is it possible to associate them with specific "virtual" devices or groups of devices, comprising an entire DUT, individual ports, port groups, IP address range, subnet or VLAN.
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Policy Deployment -Once policies have been defined, is it possible to distribute them to the appropriate device(s), virtual device(s), or groups of devices in a single operation.
Policy Auditing -Are changes to policies logged centrally. Log data should include at a minimum the date/time the changes were made, and the identity of the user who made them. If possible the system should record the actual changes.
Yes, NSM provides differences between two versions of the same policy and also allows users to rollback to previous versions of policy Policy Version Control -Are changes to policies recorded by saving a version of the policy before each change. Is it possible to roll back to a previous version of any policy via a single operation.
Yes, NSM provides differences between two versions of the same policy and also allows users to rollback to previous versions of policy 6 .3 ALERT HANDLING
Question Answer
Generic Log Events -Does DUT record log entries for the following events: detection of malicious traffic, termination of a session, successful authentication by administrator, unsuccessful authentication by administrator, policy changed, policy deployed, hardware failure, power cycle Yes, the sensor supports these generic log events.
Log Location -Are log events logged on the DUT initially, in a secure manner, and subsequently transmitted to a central console/management server for permanent storage.
Yes
Communication Interruption -Where communications between sensor and console/management server are interrupted, how much storage capacity is available on the DUT to store log data (in days/weeks). If it is not possible to restore communication in a timely manner, once the local logs are full, the DUT should either (1) continue passing traffic and overwrite oldest log entries, or (2) stop passing traffic. Which option is employed, and is it configurable by the administrator.
By default sensor ignores the newer log entries and continues to pass traffic. There is no option to stop passing of traffic.
Log Flooding -Are mechanisms in place (aggregation) to prevent the DUT from flooding the management server/console with too many events of the same type in a short interval. Is it possible to disable aggregation/flood protection completely for testing purposes to ensure NSS can see every individual alert.
Yes, McAfee uses aggregation in such scenarios. Aggregation can be disabled.
Alerts -Does DUT record log entries each time it detects malicious traffic. What information is recorded?
Yes.
Alert Accuracy -Does DUT record log entries that are accurate and human readable without having to use additional reference material. The DUT should attempt to minimize the number of alerts raised for a single event wherever possible.
Yes, log entries are accurate and human readable. NSP minimizes alerts raised Centralized Alerts -Are all alerts delivered to, and handled by, a single, central, management console. Is it possible to view all alerts globally, or select alerts from individual devices (logical or physical).
Yes, alerts are handled by the central manager. Alerts can be viewed globally Alert Delivery Mechanism -Does the DUT deliver alerts in a timely manner to a central database for permanent storage, central console for a real-time display, and SMTP server for e-mail alerts.
Yes. NSP offers real-time alert mechanisms, as opposed to polling for alerts. Alert Actions -On detecting malicious traffic, what actions can the DUT perform e.g. Ignore, Log only, Allow, Block, Drop packet (no reset), Drop session (no reset), E-mail administrator, send TCP reset (or ICMP redirect) to source only, Send TCP reset (or ICMP redirect) to destination only, Send TCP reset (or ICMP redirect) to both source and destination, Reconfigure firewall, Reconfigure switch to isolate/quarantine offending port, Page administrator NSP offers all of the outlined alert actions. Reconfiguration of external firewall and Reconfigure of switch is possible as well. NSP can quarantine a host using the McAfee NAC agent.
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Forensic Analysis -Can DUT capture individual packets, a range of packets, or an entire session where required (globally, or on a ruleby-rule basis)
Yes. NSP provide full forensic analysis including packet level.
Summarize Alerts -Can the central console provide the ability to select a particular piece of data from an alert and summarize on that data field (i.e. select a source IP address and view all alerts for that source IP). Alternatively, it should be possible to construct data filters manually in a search form and summarize on the specified search criteria. The preferred scenario is to offer both of these options.
Yes, NSM provides both. It offers dashboards, dynamic drill down functionality as well as ability to filter on a particular data field in addition to manual filters.
View Alert Detail -Does the central console provide the ability to select an individual alert and view the following information at a minimum: Detailed alert data, Detailed exploit data (description of the exploit research), Signature/rule, Remediation data/preventative action Yes. NSM offers detailed alert data, signature and remediation actions.
View Policy -Having selected an alert, does the system provide the ability to access directly the policy and rule that triggered the event in order to view and/or modify the policy for further fine-tuning.
Yes. Use can view triggering events and fine-tuning.
View Packet Contents -Does the central console provide the ability to select an individual alert and view the contents of the trigger packet or context data for the exploit.
Yes, packets contents can be viewed for an individual alert
Alert Suppression -The central console should provide the ability to create exception filters based on alert data to eliminate further alerts which match the specified criteria (i.e. same alert ID from same source IP). This does not disable detection, logging or blocking, but merely excludes alerts from the console display.
Yes, the ability to create exception filters is supported Correlation (Automatic) -Does the system provide the means to infer connections between multiple alerts and group them together as incidents automatically.
Yes, the Incident Generator offers this
Correlation (Manual) -Does the system provide the means for the administrator to infer connections between multiple alerts and group them together as incidents manually.
Yes, Incident Generator allows manual correlation.
Incident Workflow -Does the system provide the ability to annotate and track incidents to resolution.
Yes
REPORTING
Question Answer
Centralized Reports -Is the system capable of reporting on all alerts from a single, central, management console. From that console, is it possible to report all alerts globally, or to report on alerts from individual devices (logical or physical).
Yes, NSM provides reporting on all alerts from single console. NSM provide reporting on alerts globally as well as individual devices. Built In Reports -Does system provide built in reports covering typical requirements such as list of top attacks, top source/destination IP addresses, top targets, etc.
NSM provide multiple reports from high level executive summaries to detailed including top attacks, top Source/Destination IP, targets. Custom Reports -Does the system offer a report generator providing the ability to construct complex data filters in a search form and summarize alerts on the specified search criteria.
Yes, NSM provides granular reports as well as ability to create complex data filters in a search form with a summary of alerts on each search criteria Saved Reports -Having defined a custom report filter, is it possible to save it for subsequent recall. IPS solutions can be complex projects with several factors affecting the overall cost of deployment, maintenance and upkeep. All of these should be considered over the course of the useful life of the solution.
• Product Purchase -the cost of acquisition.
• Product Maintenance -the fees paid to the vendor (including software and hardware support, maintenance and signature updates.)
• Installation -the time required to take the device out of the box, configure it, put it into the network, apply updates and patches, initial tuning, and set up desired logging and reporting.
• Upkeep -the time required to apply periodic updates and patches from vendors, including hardware, software, and protection (signature/filter/rules) updates.
• Tuning -the time required to configure the policy such that the best possible protection is applied while reducing or eliminating false alarms and false positives.
LABOR PER PRODUCT (IN HOURS)
This • Year One TCO was determined by multiplying the Labor Rate ($75 per hour fully loaded) x (Installation + Upkeep + Tuning) and then adding the Purchase Price + Maintenance.
• Year Two TCO was determined by multiplying the Labor Rate ($75 per hour fully loaded) x (Upkeep + Tuning) and then adding Year One TCO.
• Year Three TCO was determined by multiplying the Labor Rate ($75per hour fully loaded x (Upkeep + Tuning) and then adding Year Two TCO.
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VALUE: COST PER MBPS AND EXPLOIT BLOCKED
There is a clear difference between price and value. The least expensive product does not necessarily offer the greatest value if it blocks fewer exploits than competitors. The best value is a product with a low TCO and high level of secure throughput (security effectiveness x performance). 
